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We absolutely loved 
working with Jen! 

She was responsive, 
accommodating, and 

easy to work with.

Jill + Alex
Hood River, OR



Jen was energetic, sweet, funny and made 
me feel like the most beautiful bride.Lauren + Bradley

San Diego, CA



When I’m not traveling in my van and chasing warm waves, you 
can find me at work in my Hood River studio, with the heater 
on and rescue pup at my feet. I am a Florida girl in love with the 
Pacific Northwest, and adore everything outdoorsy and ocean-
related. I am a “people” photographer, netflix binger, VW collector, 
 a bad-joke teller, and an ever enthusiatic adventurer. I believe in 
holding friends like they’re family, staying relentlessly optimistic, 
and exploring as much as possible. I love gardening,  spending 
time in the sea, and laughing until my cheeks hurt. 

My photography style is raw, real, and authentic. I will do 
anything to make you laugh and I promise I won’t make 
you feel awkward or do anything that isn’t genuinely YOU. 
I make  it simple for you, keep it light, and focus on the 
 precious candid moments that naturally occur between two 
people who are madly in love. Years from now, I want you 
to look at your wedding  photographs and have all of those 
memories to come flooding back: the bliss, sentiment, light, 
 and laughter from the day you wed.

Hello new friend! I’d 
love to sit down over 
coffee or whiskey and 
take epic selfies with 
you, but here’s a little 
about myself in the 
mean time :)



Cultivating a warm environment 
where you two feel comfortable and at 
ease might not sound like it would be 
part of a photographer’s job, but it’s 
one of my top priorities. 

Shannon + Rob
Wind Mountain, WA



She is a total gem and exactly the 
kind of person you want behind the 

camera on your special day.



Most of my collections are full day 
coverage, which means I arrive when 
you start getting ready and leave when 
the festivities are over. Also, I cover my 
own airfare and lodging within all of 
the US and Baja, Mexico. 

Most of my collections are full day coverage, meaning I arrive when you 
start getting ready and leave when the festivites are over. I love bringing 
the FotoBus up for my couples, so I offer a package exclusive to OR, WA 
and FL

Claire + Ty
Todos Santos, Baja MX



Having Jen as our photographer 
just felt like having a friend 
there, a friend who happens 

to be really awesome at taking 
beautiful pictures.

It felt having a friend there, a friend 
who happens to be really awesome at 

taking beautiful pictures.



Rose + Jan
La Ventana, Baja MX



Shannon + Rob
Adventure Engagement Session

Engagement sessions are the perfect way 
to get comfy in front of the lens AND a 
great opportunity for us to get to know 
eachother. What makes you guys laugh? 
Feel over the moon in love? What gets 
your silly train moving? I want to know! 
And if you’re up for an adventure with 
epic scenery, I’m here to take you there. 



Ken + Jenn
Adventure Engagement Session





Available in Oregon, Washington 
and Florida, The FotoBus Co. 
originated from my family 
heritage of VW love and of course 
my passion for capturing joy. Each 
bus has been hand crafted with 
character and automatically takes 
professional quality photos. Most 
of my collections include FotoBus 
time. Because, let me be honest for 
a second. . . it’s the freakin’ coolest. 



The FotoBus was such a hit at my wedding! Everyone loved 
it and getting the photos back very soon after was SO much 
fun to go through. I would definitely utilize the FotoBus for 

any event that needs a photo booth! Plus Jen, the owner is the 
most energetic, happy person you could be around. She is an 
incredible human and went above and beyond to make sure 

all guests felt comfortable.




